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Gentlemen,
We have reviewed the recently posted notes of the subject meeting and have a few observations.
 
I believe the general approach to the proposed 10CFR53 is much too complicated. Such complexity
cannot but help raise considerable doubt as to licensing feasibility, licensing costs and ultimately the
commercial viability of advanced reactors.
 
Strikes me the driver behind the proposed 10CFR53 should lie with advanced reactors that are
essentially walk-away, passively fail-safe. By that I mean the Generation IV advanced reactors that
are several orders of magnitude safer than the current generation (i.e. III) with respect to protecting
the public from hazardous radiation. The type of advanced reactor is not relevant under such walk-
away-safe criteria
 
Significant licensing simplification for advanced reactors has considerable merit. However, if an
advanced reactor is not passively fail-safe, then the design has no business being considered under
proposed 10CFR50.53 regulatory simplification process.
 
The particulars I have in mind are outlined as follows:
1.       Proposed 10CFR53 should require that advanced reactors must be fundamentally passively fail-

safe with respect to protecting the public from undue hazardous radiation exposure.
2.       Proposed 10CFR53 should require that the probability of design basis events and associated

magnitude off-site doses must both be several orders of magnitude better than current
generation (III) of reactors. The applicant has to prove using Probabilistic Risk Analysis. In
passing, lesser events and offsite doses are of only secondary importance (after all, the designs
are passively fail-safe).
   By way of a target, say probability of core damage frequency of less than 10^-6 with off-site
release of less than 5 rem at site boundary (or possibly very small evacuation zone) for the
duration of the initiating event. This would be the limiting event for licensing purposes. If the
advanced reactor design cannot meet the specified target, then 10CFR53 would not be
applicable.

3.       Proposed 10CFR53 should require that design criteria and quality measures be commiserate
with the importance of the governing nuclear safety-functions integral to the design of the
nuclear reactor facility. The applicant must define the nuclear-safety functions and justify their
level of importance. The applicant must identify the required actions to properly insure the
design criteria are properly supported in design, manufacturing, construction and operational
activities.
  The proposed 10CFR53 should simply list broad design criteria considerations, e.g.: core
protection, including shutdown and heat removal; reactor pressure boundary protection; off-
site radiation prevention and mitigation.  Specific design criteria, integral with the applicants
defined nuclear-safety functions, must be identified and justified by the applicant.
  The proposed 10CFR53 should simply list broad quality measures, e.g.: program; design;
procurement; documentation; purchases; special processes; inspections; testing; operations;
non-conformances. Specific quality measures and organizational applicability must be identified
by the applicant for design, manufacturing, construction and operational activities. Applicability
must be justified by the applicant relative to the applicant’s nuclear-safety functions integral to
the as-designed nuclear reactor facility.

4.       Proposed 10CFR53 should require that NRC activities be commiserate with the importance of
the nuclear safety functions defined by the applicant. A formal agreement should be established
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between the parties at the onset of the licensing process in order to mutually agree upon the
activities subject to measured NRC activities, e.g. NRC approval, NRC acceptance, NRC review,
or no objection by NRC.

The underlying themes of the proposed approach: (1) identify the basic requirements and avoid
prescriptive “how to” guidance, and (2) the requirements are completely neutral with respect to
advanced reactor types. The regulation would only be a few pages.
 
In essence, the approach I am suggesting is a rudimentary and very simple form of risk-informed
licensing and is only applicable to advanced reactors that are essentially walk-away passively fail-
safe. Such simplicity would significantly lessen the financial uncertainty and risk associated with
licensing advanced reactors.
 
Kind Regards,
Mike
 
Michael F. Keller
President
Hybrid Power Technologies LLC
m.keller@hybridpwr.com
913-375-6983 (cell)
913-681-7687 (land-line)
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